Meaningful estimates of the non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU) within a Phillips curve framework require an identified tradeoff between inflation and unemployment. However, observations of inflation and unemployment are equilibrium points giving rise to a simultaneity problem. We assess conventional identifying assumptions in the literature on the German NAIRU in a general bi-variate equations system of inflation and unemplyoment. We use a data-driven method for identification based on shifts in the relative volatility of shocks to unemployment and inflation to identify the tradeoff for Germany. Our results support models which estimate a contemporaneous effect of unemployment on inflation and those which model inflation and unemployment jointly.
INTRODUCTION
The non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU) is closely related to the Phillips curve, which in its various formulations relates the inflation rate to the unemployment rate. In Friedman's (1968) and Phelps's (1967) model of the expectations-augmented Phillips curve, the inflation rate remains unchanged whenever the unemployment rate is at a level which is called NAIRU. Therefore, the NAIRU is often considered as an indicator of the business cycle stance and can be useful in gauging incipient inflationary pressures emanating from wage dynamics on the labor market. Moreover, since the NAIRU can be readily transformed into a structural employment rate it often features as an ingredient into a measure of labor input in production function-based approaches to estimating potential output. For these reasons, it continues to be an object of empirical research. 1 For the NAIRU concept to be meaningful, the tradeoff between inflation and the unemployment rate should be clearly identified from the data because the link between unemployment and inflation is the defining element of the Phillips curve and the NAIRU. In any NAIRU estimation shocks that move inflation and the unemployment gap in the same direction might introduce a downward bias in estimates of the inflation-unemployment tradeoff (Ball and Mankiw, 2002; Carlstrom and Fuerst, 2008b ). An example would be an unexpected increase in the mark-up, which in sticky price models with imperfect competition moves inflation and the unemployment gap in the same direction. To the extent that the estimation procedure does not fully account for the correlation of the error term in the Phillips curve and the unemployment gap, there is an identification problem of the inflation-unemployment tradeoff.
We apply the method of identification through heteroskedasticity (Rigobon, 2003; Rigobon and Sack, 2003 2004) to the simultaneity problem in estimating the NAIRU with data for Germany. The approach takes the simultaneous determination of inflation and unemployment explicitly into account and uses shifts in the relative variances of shocks to unemployment and inflation to identify the tradeoff between inflation and unemployment.
The contribution of this paper is to formally assess the identifying assumptions of existing studies of the NAIRU using the method of identification through heteroskedasticity (Rigobon, 2003; Rigobon and Sack, 2003 2004) . This is achieved by two features of our approach. First, the estimation specification nests other, traditional empirical Phillips curve equations. Second, the identification method through heteroskedasticity provides estimates of parameters on which conventional approaches place exlusion restrictions, i.e. coefficients restricted to zero. Thus, our analysis provides a way to evaluate a crucial modeling choice of empirical studies of the NAIRU. The results have practical implications for future empirical work on the NAIRU.
In a related paper (Kajuth, 2012) it is shown that the identification method through heteroskedasticity works well in Phillips curve estimations for the United States and the euro area as a whole. There, the focus is on a comparison of the magnitude of the inflation-unemployment tradeoff in the United States and the euro area based on a common identification method. The results, however, are not systematically related to existing findings. 2 We provide a systematic review of alternative restrictions imposed in other papers on the NAIRU in Germany. Often, the simultaneity problem is addressed by maintaining the assumption that there is no correlation between the error term in the Phillips curve equation and the unemployment gap. This is often justified by adding control variables to the Phillips curve equation in order to pick up the effects of cost-push factors (e.g. Gordon's triangle model, 1997 Gordon's triangle model, , 1998 . While it is important and partly feasible to take account of cost-push factors it is questionable whether one is able to sufficiently control for shocks that might be correlated with the unemployment gap. Alternatively, the NAIRU can be identified by imposing the restriction that there is no contemporaneous feedback from 2. King and Watson (1994) discuss various identification strategies of the Phillips curve, however, they do not take into account the method by Rigobon and Sack because it was developed only later.
the unemployment rate on inflation, or vice versa. The validity of both types of restrictions depends on whether they are supported by the data. Identification through heteroskedasticity helps to inform a decision on the appropriate choice by deriving data-driven restrictions.
Our results show an economically and statistically significant contemporaneous tradeoff between inflation and the unemployment gap lending support to the empirical validity of a NAIRU for Germany. In addition, our findings suggest that models which allow for a contemporaneous relation between inflation and the unemployment gap are preferable over approaches that impose a zero restriction on the contemporaneous coefficient on the unemployment gap in the Phillips curve. Furthermore, we find a significant contemporaneous effect of the unemployment gap on inflation. This suggests that inflation and the unemployment gap should be modeled jointly as opposed to single-equation approaches.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows. The next section sets up an empirical Phillips curve model, discusses the identification problem and summarizes identification schemes proposed in the literature. Section 3 provides reduced-form estimates of the empirical model, while section 4 applies the identification method through heteroskedasticity to the estimation of the inflationunemployment tradeoff and compares the results to the literature. Section 5 presents estimates of the NAIRU for Germany based on the structural estimates, and section 6 concludes.
AN EMPIRICAL PHILLIPS CURVE MODEL
We follow the traditional Kalman filter approach in a state-space framework with the NAIRU as an unobserved component, u Ã t . The difference between the actual unemployment rate u t and the unobserved NAIRU is the unemployment gap, u gap t . Only the cyclical part of unemployment should affect the inflation rate. A larger unemployment gap should lead to less inflationary pressure via wage-setting on the labor market. Similarly, we assume that there is a part of inflation which is not affected by the cyclical wage pressure emanating from the labor market. Rather, it is driven mainly by inflation expectations, which in turn are closely related to the target for inflation or price stability of monetary policy and should change only very gradually. We model trend inflation as an additional unobserved variable, p Ã t , and relate the cyclical component of unemployment to the cyclical component of inflation, p gap t (Berger and Everaert, 2008; Carlstrom and Fuerst, 2008a; Harvey, 2011) . This approach does not require specifying inflation expectations explicitly. In particular the unobserved inflation trend allows expectations to be partly forward-looking and partly adaptive. Forwardlooking agents will tend to forecast the trend component of inflation since transitory movements will tend to zero the longer the forecasting horizon (Chan et al., 2013; Lee and Nelson, 2007) . Backward-looking expectations rely on the component of past inflation that carries over to the current period, which is by definition the more persistent part. The Gordon triangle model, on which our analysis is essentially based, is a standard choice when estimating the NAIRU. Although it is not derived from micro-founded optimizing behavior, it is a widely accepted approach to empirically modeling the Phillips curve. Moreover, F. Kajuth more micro-founded models such as the New Keynesian Phillips Curve often have difficulties producing a tradeoff between inflation and unemployment, when estimated using procyclical measures of real marginal costs (Mazumder, 2010; Nekarda and Ramey, 2013; Rudd and Whelan, 2007) . Consider the following system of the inflation and unemployment gap augmented by control variables. It is general in the sense that we do not restrict the contemporaneous coefficients on the unemployment and inflation measures taking the inflation and the unemployment gap to be endogenous with respect to each other.
The first equation is the Phillips curve, which relates the inflation gap p gap t to the cyclical component of unemployment u gap t and its lags, lags of the inflation gap and standard control variables to capture cost-push factors: producer energy prices p en t , the imports deflator p imp t and the oil price in euros p oil t . The second equation specifies the process for the unemployment gap in an analogous fashion to the inflation gap. It can be viewed as a demand curve such as the AD curve, where the inflation rate affects demand, possibly via the real interest rate, influencing output growth and employment. In both equations we leave the choice of lags to be data-determined. The third and fourth equations are identities relating the actual inflation and unemployment rate to their trend, p Ã t and u Ã t , and cyclical components respectively. u Ã t is assumed to follow a second-order random walk, as defined in equations (5) and (6), where l t is a time-varying drift. It allows for low-frequency changes in the unemployment rate (Laubach, 2001) . Finally, equation (7) specifies the trend component of inflation to follow a simple random walk. It reflects the assumption that the non-cyclical part of inflation is very persistent. To capture the effect of reunification on the measured unemployment rate u t we introduce a dummy variable d 1991Q4 into the state equation NAIRU Estimates for Germany (5), which takes on the value 1 in 1991 Q4 and zero in all other periods. The Kalman filter iteratively produces one-step ahead forecasts of the state variables to retrieve series for the unobserved variables. Therefore, taking expectations on (5),
The identification problem
Let us turn to the identification problem in the system (1)- (7) . Suppose that the structural error terms e t and n t in (1) and (2) are contemporaneously uncorrelated and that trend inflation p Ã t and the NAIRU u Ã t were known. The inflation-unemployment tradeoff is represented by the coefficients on the unemployment gap and its lags in the Phillips curve. Of particular interest is the contemporaneous coefficient b 0 . It is likely to be biased because unemployment shocks trace out the Phillips curve in the data, while inflation shocks trace out the demand curve. This is depicted in Figure 1 .
The reduced form tradeoff is likely to be small because the coefficient on the unemployment gap in the Phillips equation is a composite of the effect of shocks to unemployment and inflation. An example for shocks to the Phillips curve would be mark-up shocks, which increase unemployment and inflation at the same time, blurring the negative Phillips curve relationship (right panel of Figure  1 ). To trace out the Phillips curve, one would like to hold the Phillips curve fixed and let only the AD curve shift. Similarly, the method of identification through heteroskedasticity uses shifts in the relative variance of the shocks e t and n t to identify the slope of the Phillips curve. Whenever, Var(n t ) > Var(e t ) the cloud of realizations tightens around the Phillips curve as depicted in the left panel of Figure 1. In the limit as Var(e t )/Var(n t )?0 only shocks to the unemployment equation would matter. Traditional instrumental variables act similarly to Var(e t )/Var (n t )?0 by shifting the demand curve but not the Phillips curve (Rigobon, 2003) . Using changes in the relative variances of the shocks as instruments amounts to a probabilistic instrument (Rigobon and Sack, 2003; Wright, 1928) . To denote the identification problem formally, consider the variance-covariance matrixX of the system (1) to (2) in reduced form for given values of the inflation trend and the NAIRU.X
The identification problem is thatX provides only three equations, the reduced form variance of u gap t , the reduced form variance of p gap t and the reduced form covariance between the two, while there are four unknowns, b 0 , c 0 , r 2 n and r 2 e .
Identification strategies: taking stock
Most studies which model the NAIRU as an unobserved component in a statespace framework explicitly or implicitly impose restrictions onX. There is considerable variation in the ways previous papers have specified their empirical models to arrive at meaningful NAIRU estimates. Table 1 gives an overview of the various specification choices including identifying assumptions in more recent papers on the German NAIRU, which use unobserved components models, through the lens of our generalized bi-variate system of inflation and unemployment. Table 1 notes whether a single-equation approach for inflation is chosen or whether there is an additional equation modeling the unemployment gap. The recorded restrictions represent those that would be required in the equation system (1)- (7) to match the identification choices in the corresponding paper. Also, the estimated values for the inflation-unemployment tradeoff are listed along with the included control variables. Note that the parameter estimates are not directly comparable due to differences in or insufficient information about the calculation of inflation and unemployment rates. They mainly relate to the frequencies over which the change in inflation is calculated and whether the inflation rates are annualized values. The first two columns list specifications where the inflation rate in the Phillips curve is allowed to be correlated with the contemporaneous (and possibly lagged unemployment gap). In terms of the bi-variate system of inflation and unemployment three papers rule out a contemporaneous effect from the inflation rate on unemployment gap, c = 0 (Gianella et al., 2009; Laubach, 2001; Logeay and Tober, 2006) , while Llaudes (2005) and Richardson et al. (2000) implicitly assume that shocks to the unemployment equation dominate (r 2 e =r 2 n ! 0) such that it is sufficient to model the behavior of inflation. 4 Under those assumptions the estimates for the coefficient on the contemporaneous unemployment gapb 0 can be given a structural interpretation (not reported in Laubach, 2001) . The fourth Table 1 Specification choices and parameter estimates in previous analyses. Identifying restrictions in terms of the generalized bi-variate system (1)-(7) to match specifications in the papers. Coefficient estimates all statistically significant at conventional levels according to references • Control variables: import prices, price wedge, productivity Llaudes (2005) • Single equation for inflation • Assumption: r 2 e =r 2 n ! 0 The reported results could be interpreted as addressing the simultaneity problem by ruling out any contemporaneous feedback from the unemployment gap on inflation (b 0 = 0). Alternatively, under the identifying assumption that supply shocks do not matter beyond those explicitly controlled for in the Phillips curve equation (r 2 e =r 2 n ! 0) the zero coefficient on the contemporaneous unemployment gap in the paper could be taken as an estimation result.
Identification through shifts in volatility
As an alternative to exclusion restrictions, the identification through heteroskedasticity procedure splits the sample in two subgroups s 2 {1, 2} with two different reduced form covariance matrices. Under the assumption that the coefficients of interest, b 0 and c 0 , are constant over the whole sample we get six equations and exactly six unknowns.
The six equations imply that b 0 and c 0 are the solutions to the following system of equations (Rigobon, 2003) .
0 ¼ x 11;1 x 12;2 À x 12;1 x 11;2 À Á c 2 0 À x 11;1 x 22;2 À x 22;1 x 11;2
The two solutions for c 0 (and for b 0 ) correspond to the two ways the structural form can be written, i.e. inflation or the unemployment gap on the left-hand side of the Phillips curve and the same for the aggregate labor demand curve. In sum, the requirements to identify the system using shifts in the volatility in the error terms are that i) the contemporaneous coefficients of the system are constant, that ii) there are at least as many linearly independent equations in the reduced form covariance matrix as there are unknowns, and that iii) we can use reduced-form estimates of trend inflation and the NAIRU to yield the nonstructural error variances. Note that the first condition rules out time-varying parameters. Since in the literature to which our paper relates parameter constancy is a standard assumption, we maintain the assumption of constant parameters in the baseline version of this paper. Structural breaks in the coefficients could be accounted for by looking at subsamples, on which we offer tentative evidence in section 4.3. The second condition can be tested, and the validity of the third assumption can be checked by comparing reduced-form trends with the structural ones. For proofs and derivations of the methodology refer to Rigobon (2003) , Rigobon and Sack (2003) and Rigobon and Sack (2004) . For our purposes the crucial aspect of this identification method as opposed to exclusion restrictions is that we can test for whether the restrictions on the contemporaneous coefficients are appropriate. Subsequently, the contemporaneous coefficients can be used to recover the structural parameters of the reduced form system. We can then use the Kalman filter on the structural equations to get estimates of the unobserved state variables (the NAIRU and the inflation trend) and their confidence intervals.
REDUCED-FORM ESTIMATES
Typically, identification through heteroskedasticity begins by estimating a reduced-form system of endogenous variables, in our case p gap t and u gap t , and using the residual variances to define regimes for the structural variances. We adopt a sequential approach to identification, which corresponds to the fashion in which a state-space system is estimated. Based on starting values for the parameters the Kalman filter retrieves the unobserved variables of the system, which are in the next step used as inputs for the estimation of the parameters by maximum likelihood. There are, therefore, two kinds of errors; those that appear in the Kalman filtering rounds and which refer to the error terms of the unobserved trend variables, p Ã t and u Ã t ; and those that refer to the ML estimation of the parameters for given state variables. We base our definition of the regimes on the variances of the gap equations (1) and (2) for given preliminary estimates of trend inflation and the NAIRU. Shocks to p t then translate into shocks to p gap t for given trend inflation. This approach reduces the identification problem to the covariance matrix of the gap equations since the trend and NAIRU variables are taken as given. The preliminary estimates for trend inflation and the NAIRU are taken from an estimation of a reduced form of the system (1)- (7), where in (1) and (2) the contemporaneous right-hand variables are substituted out. The reduced form is given by
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where superscript r denotes coefficients of the reduced-form system. The data refer to West Germany from 1970 Q1 to 1991 Q4, and to Germany thereafter up to 2012 Q2. Inflation is the quarter-on-quarter percentage change of the GDP deflator (not annualized) and the unemployment rate in percent is measured according to the ILO concept ( Figure 2) . The oil price is the world market price for Brent in euros. One common problem in the state-space estimation of an unobserved state variable that is assumed to follow a non-stationary process is the 'pile-up' problem. It biases the estimate of the variance of the shocks r 2 t and r 2 n toward zero even if they are strictly positive (Stock and Watson, 1998) . Practically, estimation errors of the state variable variances are disproportionately large. This problem is often solved by fixing the signal-to-noise ratio at some appropriate value. We apply Tasci's (2010) approach by defining the ratios of the standard deviation of the trend parts of unemployment to the cyclical component, f u Ã ¼ r t r and f l ¼ r n r . We take f u Ã and f l as parameters to be estimated and define a grid of values f u Ã ¼ f1:0; 1:1; 1:2; . . .; 2:0g and f l = {0.06, 0.07, 0.08, . . ., 0.20} over which the system (12)-(18) is consecutively estimated. The chosen grid ensures searching an area that would capture the low-frequency movements of the unemployment rate over time with the lower bound corresponding to the values set in Laubach (2001) . There, West German data up to 1998 are used. In order to capture the low-frequency movements in the unemployment rate over the extended sample period up to 2012, in particular to be able to account for the steep decline in unemployment since 2005 (see Figure 2 ), we need to allow for some more variation in the NAIRU. We settle for the combination of f u Ã and f l which maximizes the value of the log-likelihood function. In order to determine the lag length of p (12) and (13) we repeat the grid-search for different lag lengths starting from h, k = 4 and choose the optimal lag length according to the Akaike For the control variables, we include lags on the basis of individual significance in at least one equation in order to keep the model as parsimonious as possible. 5 To set the starting values for the parameters we use coefficient estimates of a simple OLS regression of the system omitting unobserved variables. The initial value for the NAIRU is derived from an estimation of a constant NAIRU over the first 20 quarters (Ball and Mankiw, 2002) . 6 The initial value of the drift is set to zero and the initial value of the inflation trend to 1.5%. Prior variances of the state variables are set to 100 suggesting rather uninformative starting values. Table 2 presents the estimation results. The coefficient on the lagged unemployment gap in the Phillips curve is estimated very imprecisely. Even though a Wald test of joint significance of both lags of the unemployment gap rejects the null that the coefficients sum to zero (Chi-square statistic 3.45, 1 degree of free- Note: Asterisks denote the level of significance: *(10%), **(5%), ***(1%).
5.
Standard unit root tests reject the null of a unit root in the inflation rates of energy, imports and oil (whereas the null is not rejected for the rate of change of the GDP deflator). Therefore, the control variables are included as rates of change of the respective price index corrected for their mean rates of change. Thus, their impact on the dependent gap variables is zero in the medium to long run. 6. This is done by regressing the change in the inflation rate on a constant and lags of the unemployment rate. The constant NAIRU is retrieved by dividing the regression constant by the (negative of the) sum of the coefficients on the lags of unemployment. dom, p-value 0.06), there is weak support for a meaningful Phillips curve relationship. In the unemployment gap equation the sum of coefficients on its lags is 0.97 suggesting a highly persistent process, which is also found in comparable studies. The signs of the control variables are positive and significant. Note that the standard deviation of the inflation trend is estimated quite precisely without further restrictions. Also, the dummy variable capturing the increase in the unemployment rate due to German reunification is of plausible size and significant. Figure 3 plots the residuals t andĝ t from the estimated equations (12) and (13). The Kalman filter yields estimates of the unobserved components, u Ã t and p Ã t . Figure 4 plots the smoothed estimated unemployment trend and trend inflation together with the confidence bands. 7 The unemployment trend steadily increases until about the mid-1990s, remains rather flat until around 2005 and decreases markedly after that. Trend inflation declines from quarterly rates of about 1.1% in the 1970s to around 0.1% around 2000, hovering between 0.2% and 0.3% per quarter from thereon. We conclude this section by noting that the trend unemployment rate from the reduced-form Phillips curve produces an unemployment gap which is only weakly related to the inflation gap, and cannot be interpreted as a NAIRU with great confidence. To do so requires an identification scheme, to which we turn next.
THE CONTEMPORANEOUS INFLATION-UNEMPLOYMENT TRADEOFF

Volatility regimes
The error variances of the gap equations (12) and (13) are used to define regimes of shifts in their relative variances. As long as the there are six linearly independent equations in the two covariance matrices, identification can be achieved. What is important for identification are shifts in the variances of the structural shocks, for which changes in the reduced form variances are proxies. To identify the regimes we compute the variances of the reduced form error terms over moving windows as well as their correlation. We chose a window of eight quarters, the first of which starts in 1970 Q1. A given quarter is defined to be in the high volatility regime whenever the variance of the error term over the previous eight quarters is one and a half standard deviation (n = 1.5) above its average over the whole sample. This is a stricter condition than the one standard deviation Rigobon and Sack (2003) use. Since the volatility shifts in data on unemployment and inflation are generally less pronounced than in the daily data on stock returns and interest rates as in Rigobon and Sack (2003) , we prefer a more conservative cut-off value to define the regimes. Figure 5 plots the distribution of the high volatility regimes along with the correlation between the errors. Since two regimes are sufficient for our purposes we focus on periods when shocks to unemployment dominate vs. periods with low volatility in both types of shocks. This yields the following results in Table 3 .
Regime 1 contains all periods in which the variance of unemployment shocks exceeds the threshold while the variance of inflation shocks is below the 
Figure 5
Variances of shocks to unemployment and inflation gap over moving windows and their correlation. Sample period 1970 Q1 to 2012 Q2. Horizontal lines are the threshold for high volatility regime of inflation shocks, the zero line for correlation between shocks and the threshold for high volatility regime of unemployment shocks (from top to bottom). Threshold values set at one and a half standard deviation above the sample average threshold. This characterizes a situation in which unemployment shocks dominate and trace out the Phillips curve. Regime 2 is made up of all other periods. The variance of unemployment shocks is indeed four times as large in regime 1 as in regime 2, while inflation shocks are much more volatile in regime 2. The correlation between unemployment and inflation shocks is negative in regime 1 as would be expected, while it is positive in regime 2. Finally, 7% of all periods fall into regime 1 and 93% into regime 2. 8
Point estimates of the contemporaneous coefficients
From (10) and (11) one can now compute the contemporaneous coefficientsb 0 andĉ 0 . In addition, we compute 500 bootstrap replications of the reduced-form covariance matrix using draws of the errors from their empirical distribution. This yields a distribution of the contemporaneous coefficients, the summary statistics of which are presented in Table 4 along with results for the contemporaneous tradeoff from the existing literature discussed in section 2.2. To take into account periods of relatively high volatility before the one induced by the recession in 2009, results using lower thresholds (n = 1, 0.5) are presented in Table 4 . 9 According to our preferred specification (IH, n = 1.5) the point estimate for b 0 is negative and the bootstrap distribution exercise suggests that only about 5.6% of all realizations in the bootstrap exercise exceed zero. Similarly, the point estimate of c 0 is positive with only about 4.2% of all realizations in the bootstrap exercise being smaller than zero. The estimated coefficients based on lower thresholds are broadly in line with our baseline specification suggesting that the results are not based exclusively on events during the period of the economic and financial crisis.
Additionally, in the lower panel of Table 4 we report the outcome of an estimation of the models (1)- (7) where we estimate b 0 freely, whereas we set c 0 = 0. This is identical to one of the main approaches in the literature for identifying the NAIRU based on exclusion restrictions (Gianella et al., 2009; Logeay and Tober, 2006) . In contrast to our preferred specification, this approach delivers an economically small and statistically insignificant effect from the unemployment gap on inflation. Note that in terms of our modeling framework the other widely used set of exclusion restrictions (b 0 = c 0 = 0) essentially takes the reduced-form system as the structural model. Finally, we compare our estimates of b 0 to the parameters in some of the papers listed in Table 1 (Logeay and Tober, 2006; Richardson et al., 2000) by transforming their point estimates to match our definition of the inflation rate in the estimation (lower panel of Table 4 ). Their modified coefficient values are closer to zero than our estimates. This is in line with the claim of our chosen identification method to disentangle more clearly shifts of the Phillips curve from those of the unemployment curve. A comparison with the results of the remaining papers in Table 1 , which provide parameter estimates, would require more information on the exact calculation of inflation rates.
In sum, our findings suggest not to restrict the contemporaneous coefficient on unemployment in the Phillips curve to zero. Specifications that allow for an estimate of the contemporaneous tradeoff between inflation and unemployment appear preferable. Moreover, the contemporaneous coefficients on inflation in the unemployment equation c 0 should not be set to zero, either. Rather, it seems more appropriate to model the inflation and unemployment gap equations jointly and to allow for an effect of inflation on the unemployment gap.
Note that the assumption r 2 e =r 2 n ! 0 used in some papers in Table 1 cannot be tested because it is an identifying assumption. It works identically to the assumption in the traditional instrumental variables approach that the instrument be valid, i.e. in our example, that it shifts the unemployment curve, but not the Phillips curve. However, the findingĉ 0 6 ¼ 0 suggests that there are shocks to the Phillips curve, otherwise we could not trace out the unemployment curve. Therefore, estimating equations for inflation and unemployment jointly with some appropriate identification scheme seems preferable to assuming r 2 e =r 2 n ! 0, too. As we have demonstrated identification through shifts in volatility provides a datadriven way to achieve identification. Also, traditional instrumental variables 
b 0 (c 0 = 0)b 0 (c 0 = 0)b 0 (r 2 e =r 2 n ! 0) Point estimate À0.03 À0.05 a À0.10 b t-statistic 0.05 3.7 3.0
Notes: a Approximation, original coefficient divided by 4. Logeay and Tober (2006) use annual rates of change to measure inflation. b Approximation, original coefficient divided by 2. Richardson et al. (2000) use semi-annual rates of change to measure inflation.
techniques could be employed. For example, using the lagged measure of unemployment as an instrument the assumption r 2 e =r 2 n ! 0 appears more credible because contemporary shocks to inflation should not affect past unemployment.
Results from a shorter sample excluding the recent recession
To further investigate to what extent our results are influenced by the period around the recession in 2009, we present results from the same analysis on a shorter sample period, 1970 Q1 to 2006 Q4. Figure 6 shows the resulting variances of the shocks to unemployment and inflation over time along with their correlations (for n = 1.5). 10 Over the shorter sample, periods of excess volatility of unemployment shocks include the early 1980s, the mid-1990s and the beginning of the first 2000s decade. Table 5 contains the estimates for the contemporaneous tradeoff on the basis of these volatility regimes.
In comparison to the results based on the whole sample including the period around the 2009 recession, the contemporaneous coefficient on the unemployment gap in the Phillips curveb 0 is larger in absolute terms, whereas the contemporaneous coefficient in the unemployment equationĉ 0 is virtually unchanged. These findings can be assessed from different points of view. On the one hand, the power of the identification method through heteroskedasticity depends on shifts in the volatility of shocks to inflation and unemployment. Clearly, the period from 2007 provides considerable variation in the shocks, which are the basis of the identification approach and should, therefore, be taken into account when choosing the volatility regimes. On the other hand, the smaller point estimates in absolute terms when including the period around the 2009 recession might reflect a more muted reaction of inflation than previously to the severe drop in demand in 2009. In order to investigate these hypotheses in more detail, an approach which allows for time-varying parameters is required. While we consider our results tentative evidence for a structural break or a possibly gradual change in the contemporaneous coefficient in the Phillips curve, a formal test for parameter constancy would require a sample split that provides suitable volatility regimes in each subsample. While it would be natural to get rid of the assumption of constant parameters over the sample, splitting the sample comes at the expense of reducing the power of the identification method through heteroskedasticity, particularly over short subsamples. Therefore, in the baseline version of this analysis, we emphasize the information content of the full sample under the maintained assumption of constant parameters, and leave a comprehensive analysis of timevarying parameters under identification through heteroskedasticity for future work.
NAIRU ESTIMATES FROM A STRUCTURAL PHILLIPS CURVE
Using the structural estimates for b 0 and c 0 it is now possible to recover the structural form to arrive at an estimate of the NAIRU. We estimate the coefficients of the original structural system (1)-(7) with the coefficient values ofb 0 andĉ 0 set to their estimated values from our preferred specification over the long sample (IH, n = 1.5; Table 4 /upper panel) of the previous section. We reproduce the structural system in its estimation specification. 
While keeping previous specification choices we additionally account for the shifts in the volatilities of shocks to the unemployment and inflation gap equations that are used to identify the structural parameters. Dummy variables are included in the variance specifications that take on the value one in regime 1 and zero in regime 2. Variance terms are specified as (r j + a j d j ) 2 for j = e, n, d j = 1 in regime 1, d j = 0 in regime 2. In this structural form it is assumed that there is no covariance between e t and n t . Table 6 contains the results. In contrast to the reduced-form results, the first and second lag of the unemployment gap are estimated more precisely with the first lag being significant at the 10%-level. The sum of coefficients attached to the unemployment gap is À0.073. A Wald test rejects the null that the first two lags sum to zero at the 1%-significance level (Chi-square statistic 16.90, 1 degree of freedom, p-value 0.00). A second Wald test for the restriction that the sum of the first two lags of the unemployment Note: Asterisks denote the level of significance: *(10%), **(5%), ***(1%). gap equals Àb 0 ¼ 0:246 rejects the null at the 1%-level (Chi-square statistic 98.62, 1 degree of freedom, p-value 0.00). Note that the dummies, which capture periods when shocks to unemployment were relatively more volatile, are consistent with the definition of regimes. Based on the shorter sample period 1970 Q1 to 2006 Q4 the sum of coefficients attached to the unemployment gap in the Phillips curve is slightly larger in absolute terms in the range between À0.125 (n = 0.5) and À0.133 (n = 1), as in case of the contemporaneous coefficients. Figure 7 shows the resulting NAIRU and trend inflation along with the 95%confidence bands. 11 For comparison, it adds the reduced-form estimates for NAIRU and trend inflation.
The differences between the estimated trend components for inflation are negligible. The structural NAIRU decreases at a lower rate than the reduced form trend toward the end of the sample period. This might be explained by the restrictions on the signal-to-noise ratios. The low-frequency variance of the NAIRU is lower in the structural specification since the estimated variance of the unemployment gap, to which the signal-to-noise ratios are tied, is slightly smaller in the structural specification.
Additionally, Figure 8 compares the NAIRU based on identification through heteroskedasticity with a NAIRU estimated using the same setup, though identified by the exclusion restrictions as in the literature (Gianella et al., 2009; Logeay and Tober, 2006) . Note that the two lines lie within the confidence bands, which suggests that there is only little difference between the two.
The value added of a proper identification scheme arises from its effect on the measured tightness of the relationship between inflation and the unemployment gap. This is the element on which the economic meaning of the NAIRU rests. Regardless of the sample period used, the important insight is that, with the contemporaneous Phillips curve tradeoff properly identified, the resulting trend unemployment rate can be interpreted as a NAIRU. Rather than basing the statistical inference of the link between inflation and unemployment on non-testable exclusion restrictions, our chosen approach offers a data-compatible method to establish it. Figure 7 Left panel: unemployment rate and smoothed estimated NAIRU. Right panel: inflation rate and trend inflation. 95%-confidence intervals from structural model, exclude parameter uncertainty 11. The reported confidence bands do not include the uncertainty about the coefficient restrictions imposed. In the comparable literature this is, however, rarely done.
CONCLUSION
In order to achieve more clarity on which identifying restrictions should be employed to correctly gauge the contemporaneous correlations between inflation and unemployment for an economically meaningful NAIRU estimate, we apply an identification scheme based on regime shifts in the structural shocks to the unemployment gap and inflation gap. This is motivated by the variety of restrictions and assumptions used in the literature on the German NAIRU against the background of the endogeneity problem when estimating the inflation-unemployment tradeoff. Our approach formalizes different types of identifying assumptions in the literature on the German NAIRU and evaluates whether they are supported by the data. We draw the following conclusion on the basis of the results of our approach. First, we show that our chosen methodology confirms the existence of a statistically and economically significant relationship between inflation and unemployment for Germany. Thus, it can be justified to label the resulting trend unemployment rate as NAIRU. Second, zero restrictions on the contemporaneous coefficient on the unemployment gap in the Phillips curve are not appropriate to identify a NAIRU for Germany. Rather, the coefficient should be estimated using a method that accounts for the simultaneity problem, for example some instrumental variables technique. Third, modeling the German Phillips curve jointly with the unemployment gap is preferable to a single-equation approach. We conclude this from the significantly positive effect of the contemporaneous inflation on the unemployment gap.
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Figure 8
Unemployment rate and estimated NAIRU based on identification through heteroskedasticity and on exclusion restrictions. 95%-confidence intervals from structural model, exclude parameter uncertainty
